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Scission point configuration of thermal-neutron induced fission of U
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Trajectory calculations of the long-range a particles emitted in thermal-neutron induced fission of "U have
been carried out based on the initial conditions determined by the statistical theory of fission. The results
agree very well with the experimental results of angular and energy distributions of the a particle and thus
lend strong support to the statistical theory. The discrepancy of this calculation with the best-fit trajectory
calculations is resolved by showing that the latter are mathematically correct but physically wrong because
they contradict with the experimental results of the number of prompt neutrons emitted per fission.

[NUCLEAR REACTIONS, FISSION LRA fission, statistical theory. ]

1. Introduction

Fission theories can generally be de-
veloped in (wo alternative approaches:statistical and dynamical. It is
desirable to secure direct experimental
evidence that will decide which approach
is physically correct. The study of the
long-range u particles (LRA particles)
emitted in fission fulfills this need.
The LRA particle, after its emission at
the scission point, is accelerated by
the electrostatic field of the two mov-
ing fission fragments. The final angu-
lar and energy distributions of the

particles are determined by the ini-
tial conditions of the classical three-
body electrostatic-force problem. This
initial condition is actually the condi-
tion of the scission point of the fis-
sion process. Any complete theory of
fission should give a definite predic-
tion of this configuration. The statis-
tic'al theory predicts that the LRA
particle and the fission fragments should
assume small kinetic energy values, of
the o der of 0. 5 MeV, at the scission
point whereas one nondissipative
dynamical theory predicts that the fis-
sion fragments should have a large kine-
tic energy of the order of 20 MeV. 2 The
controversy between the two theories
can be settled by studying the scission
point conf iguration based on the
experimental angular and energy distri-
butions of the LRA particle.

Unfortunately the experimental informa-
tion does not give us the values of a
complete set of canonical variables at
the final time which would have enabled
us to integrate the equations of motion
backward in time to reconstruct the
initial conditions at the scission point.
Previous mathematical analysis of the
problem, referred to as the best-fit
trajectory calculations, 3 5 thus starts
by assuming a variety of initial condi-
tions, then proceeds to carry out the
trajectory calculations of each assumed
condition, and finally concludes by let-

ting experimental results decide which
assumed initial condition is the correct
one. Results obtained by different
groups are not exactly in agreement but
mos t of them show the fiss ion fragments
to have a substantial amount of kinetic
energy'at the scission point, of the
order of 30 MeV. The results have been
cited to support the dynamical theory.

Since the statistical theory has al-
ready made a definite prediction of the
scission point configuration, geometric
as well as dynamic, l it is natural to
use this initial condition to carry out
the trajectory calculation of the three-
body problem. This has been done for
the case of spontaneous fission of Cf.
The predicted results agree quite well
with the experimental ones, support-
ing the statistical theory.

Recently experimental work on the LRA
pa"ticle distributions for the case of
thermal-neutron induced fission of U
has been carried ou( by Caries et al. S
and by Gazit et al. - A similar trajec-
tory calculation based on the statisti-
cal-theory-predicted initial condition
of U is now carried out and reported
in this paper. The discrepancy with the
best-fit calculations of Cf~-5 and

U9 will be discussed at the end.

2. Trajectory Calculation
The formulation of the equations of

motion of the classical three-body
electrostatic-force problem, the deter-
mination of the initial values of the
canonical variables from the statistical-
theory-determined scission-point con-
figuration6 1 and the procedure of
numerical integration by

corn~uter
are

exactly the same as in the Cf cal-
culation. 7 Only the computer program-
ming is different. The computer used
is Univac 70/ 7 . The total computing
time is 740 seconds.

Trajectories of the three particles are
calculated for the following mass ratios
of fission fragments: 116/116 (Fig. 1),
121/111 (Fig. 2), 126/106 (Fig. 3),
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Figure 1. Trajectories of the o, -particle end the fission fragments (H and L) for the mass
ratio 116:116.
131/101 (Fig. 4), 141/91 (Fig. 5),
151/81 (Fig. 6), 161/71 (Fig. 7) . The
portion of the trajectories depi. cted in
the figures corresponds to a time of
2~10 2~sec. The time between two con-
secutive dots is 2X10 2sec whereas the
time increment b, t in the computer itera-
tion is 10 23sec. The complete trajec-
tories have been computed to a total
time of 10 sec.

Figures ?-4 show the dominant influence
of the heavy fragment on the LRA parti-
cle. Its greater electric charge and
its shorter distance to the m particle--

because of the closing of the 82 neu-
tron shell, and thus the less deforma-
tion, of the heavy particle--make the
a particle move veering toward the light
fragment. On the other hand, Figures
6-7 show the unusual "reflection" of
the 0, particle which is also observed in

previous ca].culation of 2~2cf. The
light fragment is now in the 50-proton
shell region and is thus closer to the
0, particle. It initially pushes the
latter toward the heavy fragment. Once
the a particle has moved closer to the
heavy fragment, the influence of the
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Figure 2. I'raj ectories of the g-particle and the fission fragments (H and L) for the mass
ratio 121:111.
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Figure 3. Trajectories of the &x-particle and the fission fragments (H and L) for the mass
ratio 126:106.

latter becomes predominant and the
particle is reflected and moves

toward the light fragment. Thus in
all mass ratios the a particle is
always emitted veering toward the light
fragment.

The angular correlation results thus
obtained are summarized in Fig. 8 in
which the angle between the LRA parti-
cle and one fission fragment is plotted
as a function of the mass number of
that fragment. The experimental re-
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Figure 4. Trajectories of the e-particle and the fission fragments (H and L) for the mass
ratio 131:101.
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Figure 5. Trajectories of the g-particle and the fission fx'agments (H and L) fox the mass
ratio 141:91.

suits of Caries et al. and Gazit et al.
axe also plotted for comparison.
agreement is excellent.It has been stated in the previous
wox'k7 that the reflection of the LRA
particle is very sensitively dependent
on the initial kinetic energy of the
o particle. The experimental compari-
son of the angular correlation thus
provides a very sensitive test for

the ini tial kine tie enex gy value . The
reflection in Figs. 6-7 can happen only
for small values of this energy, in the
neighborhood of 0.5 NeV. The agreement
shown in Fig. 8 thus verifies the
statistical-theory prediction of this
energy in a very sensitive way.

The final kinetic energy of the LRA
particle obtained in this calculation
is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of
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Figure 6. Trajectories of the a-particle and the fission fragments (H and L) for the mass
ratio 151:81.
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Figure 7. Traj ectories of the n-particle and the fission fragments (H and L} or the massratio 161:71.

the mass ratio of fission. The cor-
responding experimental values of
Caries et al. are also shown, which
can be represented by a horizontal
straight line. The agreement is good.

Thus the scission point configura-
tion, geometric as well as dynamic,
as determined by the statistical
theory, does lead to angular and
energy distributions of the LRA

X ~
XX X

particle in good agreement with the
experiment results. The LRA parti-
cle being a sensitive probe of the
scission point configuration, the
experimental results may thus be
considered as evidence consistent
with the statistical theory.

3. Discussions

The discrepancy of the present
calculation with the best-fit cal-
culations (summarized in Table IV of
reference 9) must now be resolved.
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Figure 8. Calculated angle between the
long-range a-particle and one fission
fragment as a function of the mass number
of that fragment compared with the
experimental results of Caries et al. and
Gazit et al.
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Energy correlation of LRA-particle as function

of mass ratio
Figure 9. Calculated kinetic energy o f
the long-range n-particle as a function
of the mass ratio of fission (curve)
compared with experimental values o f
Caries et al. (vertical bars).
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The latter claim that, contxaxy to
the statistical-theoxy prediction,
the fission fragments as well as
the LRA paxticle have already gained
a substant3 al fx'action, about 20/ of
their final kinetic energy at the
scission point. Also that the
centexs of the two fission fragments
at the sci883 on point are sepax'ated
by a much larger distance D than that
given by the statistical theory. How
can bo th agr ee wi th the same experimental
xesults of LRA fission~

We want to show that the best-fit cal-
culations are mathematically correct but
physically wrong because they contradict:
with the experimental value of ~, the
number' of prompt neutrons per fission.
That these physically contradictoxy
x'esults could all be mathematically cor-
xect is due to the fact that the experi-
mental values of angle and energy of
the three particles, once associated with
a set of trajectories of the three parti-
cles, still cannot determine the start-
ing point on the trajectories. In fact,
any point in time may be taken as the
starting point and the final energy and
angle values of the thx'ee particles would
xemain exactly the same. It seems that
all trajectory calculations, the best-
fit ones and the statistical-theox'y based
one, agree on the trajectories in
general--after all, they all account for
the experimental angular and energy dis-
tributions. They diffex only in the
start3. ng po3.nt of the tragectox3. es. The
stati. stical theory takes a very early
starting point. All the others take a
much latex' starting point; that is why
they give a much largex ~alue of D and
much larger initial values of kinetic
energies of the three particles because
of the aecelexation of the three parti-
cles by the Coulomb fox'ces during the
time elapsed. This mathematical re-
lation has been pointed out in the ear-
lier papex. 7 Since the empirical
energy and angulax' distributions leave
the starting point undetermined, all
starting points are equally valid
mathematically. Therefore, the dif-
ferent scission-point configurations
arrived at in the two kinds of calcula-
tions are not contradictory to each
othex' mathematically as far as LRA-
particle distxibutions are concerned.
However, physically they cannot be both
correct. Their differences cannot be
settled by LRA paxticle distributions;
they will have .to be settled by anothex'
piece of experimental information. The
prompt neutron information fulfills this
pux'pose.

As already mentioned, the scission
point configurations obtained by the
best-fit calculations have in comolon a
large inter-fxagment di. stance D. In ad-
dition, the two main fxagments have
alxeady developed a substantial amount
of kinetic energy, of t:he order of 30 NeV.
This means that a sizable fraction of the
mutual Coulomb energy of t:he two fission

frarments has been converted to kinetic
energy while the fragments are still
joined together. The large interfrag-
ment distance D means that the two frag-
ments must have been stretched out along
the axis to a large extent. Thus the
fission fragment deformation energy and
the number of pxompt neutrons v must be
vexy large. The v value may be compared
with the experimental value. However,
these artificially devised configurations
do not contain sufficient physical infor-
mation to allow a calculation of the
deformation energy. Fortunately sig-
nificant information may be derived by
comparing them with one particular
scission point configuration that has all
the physical information we need, i.e. ,
the sci. sion point configuration Hasse
obtained in his dynamical theoxy of
fission.

In the Hasse scission-point configura-
tion the fxagments have already developed
an amount of kinetic energy equal to
about 1V/ of the mutual Coulomb enex'gy.
This conf i~uration being specified
dynamically in every detail in terms of
a liquid dxop model, we can calculate
the v value exactly. The calculation
shows that the fragments, aftex separa-
tion, would have a total amount of
excitation energy of about 44 NeV and
therefore the v value would be about 5.4.
The scission point configurations
obt:ained by the best-fit trajectory
calculations are such that 20/ of the
mutual Coulomb energy has already been
converted into kinetic energy at the
scission point. Therefore the cor-
responding fission fragments would be
stretched out even more than those in
the Hasse configuration. The deforma-
tion enex'gy and thus the v value would
be even greater than those of the Hasse
configuration, i e. , v & 5.4. The
experimental value of v is only 2. 4
for thermal-neutron induced fission of

U and 3.8 for spontaneous fission
of 2~2Cf. Therefore these proposed
scission-point configurations cannot
be real. They axe too elongated, The
stax'ting point on the trajectories is
chosen at too late a time.

The same point also can be argued in
the following way. Let us compare a
number of real scission-point config-
urations of different degrees of
elongation along the fission axis
corresponding to the kinetic energy
Oistribution. According to a previous
calculation, 6 those with a decrease of
the mutual Coulomb energy (compared
with the most probable configuration)
ax'e accompanied with an increase of
the deformation energy of a comparable
amount. In the scission configurations
of the best:-fit:-calculations, 30 NeV of
the mutual Coulomb energy has already
been converted into kinetic energy by
an increase of the elongation. The
deformation energy of these configura-
tions would be increased by a compara-
ble amount and the number of pxompt
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neutrons would be increased by about
which would make the v value much

larger than the expeximental value.
As the trajectoxies obtained in the

best-fit calculations (not the staxt-
ing point) are likely to be cox'rect,
the only conclusion that can be
drawn is that the real scission point
is at a point on the trajectory at an
earlier time than those specified in
the best-fit calculations--it must be
early enough so that the fragments will
not be stretched out too much and the
v value can be made as small as 2.4 for
235U. At an earlier time the kinetic en-
ergies of all three particles are much
smaller. In particular, the n-particle
kinetic energy will be reduced greatly
because the n particle gains energy
rapidly in the beginning of the trajec-
tox'y. The initial kinetic energy of
the u particle'of the scission point
configuxations given by the best-fit
calculations is in the neighborhood of
3 NeV. A rough calculation shows that,
to reduce the v value to 2.4, the time
must be so early that this energy is
to be reduc;) by 751. Such a x'eduction
would bring the energy value to 0. 7 NeV,
which is very close to the value
specified by the statistical theory,
0.5 NeV. This agx'cement is significant
because this energy is a sensitive test
of the fission theory--a small value
favors the statistical theory and a
lax'ge value favox'8 a dynam3 cal model
with low ox zero dissigation. 7 There-
fox'e, far 'From cont1 ad3 ct3 ng the
s tatis tical theoxy, all the bes t- fit
calculations actually support the
statistical theory and oppose the non-
dissipative dynamical theory when we
invoke the experimental value of v to
determine the otherwise indeterminate
starting point of the trajectory. The
discx'epancy between the two kinds of
traj ectory calculations is thus re-
solved.

The fact that the initial conditions
of the statistical theory explain
coxrectly the experimen tal results of
LRA fission does not by itself exclude
the possibi. lity of the dynamical
theory'8 being able to explain the
same results. Howevex', with the
constraint of the number of px'ompt
neutrons, the only alternative
available is a configuration in which
the inter-fragment distance D is not
much diffexent from that of the
statistical theory, In a non-
dissipative dynamical theory the fis-
sion fragments before scission are
"cold" and the internal exci.tation
enex'gy of the statistical model, of the
oxder of 10 MeV, will have to be shift-
ed to the deformation enexgy to maintain
the same ~ value. This makes the con-
figuxation a little more elongated (D
increased by about 1.5 fol), which in
turn necessitates a shift of about 10 NeV
fxom the Coulomb energy to the kinetic
energy of the fragments at the scission

point. Such a shift can be accomplished
by allowing a short time of accelera-
tion of the fragments before scission
(t' he a part' cle will be accelerated at
the same time to about 2 NeV). If such
a shifted state is taken as the scission-
point configuxation, the txajectories
would remain the same and the agreement
with experimental results of the a parti-
cles can be maintained. However, in such
a nond3. 881pat3.ve dynam3. cal theory w1. th
zero viscosity, the system is likely to
develop undamped oscillation. The x'esult-
ing mass distxibution is unlikely to
agree with the experimental results as
discussed in an earlier paper, 10--the
mass-yield curve would have four peaks
instead of two.

In a dissipative dynamical theory based
on two-body viscosity developed by Davies,
Sierk and Nixll the agreement with
experimental fragment kinetic energy
values is achieved by assuming a small
viscosity which is fax' from sufficient
to damp critically the quadrupole oscil-
lation. Such a theory is likely to
encounter the same difficulty of violat-
ing the experimental mass distr'ibution
as just discussed. Qn the other hand,
in a d3.8 81pa t3 ve dynamical theory
based Qn one-bod+ d1, 883 pa t3 Qn (co1138&on
of individual nucleons with the moving
potential wall), the same agreement is
achieved with a large dissipation. l-
Mhile a large dissipation is required
in a stati, stical theory, the scission
point of a highly dissipative dynamical
theory in general is different from
that of the statistical theory. How-
ever, the two would be geometrically
indistinguishable if the former should
predict the kinetic energy and pxompt
neutron distributions K(A) and ~(A) as
well as the latter' does. Even that is
no guarantee that the dissipative
dynamical theox'y would correctly px'ed1. ct
the mass distribution. Qn the other hand,
3 f 1.'t should pred3 c't 1n add3. t3 on the
single-pair fragment kinetic energy
distribution as well as the statistical
theory does, then the two scission points
would be dynamically indistinguishable.
Then the two theories would be indistin. —

guishable.
In comparing the dynamical theory with

the statistical theox'y, notice must be
taken to the fact that the statistical
theory has not only explained the kineti
energy and prompt neu"ron distributions,
but also has explained the mass distri-
bution (asymmetric fission&&), charge
distxibution, 1& ternary fission, 15 and
spontaneous fission distributions. 1 Past
discxepancies of the statistical theory
have been resolved, 16 and the Naruhn-
Greinex theory17 has been shown to be
equivalent to the s tatis tical theox'y. 18
Concex'ning the crucial, central issue of
'the f1.883 on px'Qblem, no dynarfl3 cal theox'y
has satisfactoxily explained asymmetric
fission and no dynamical theory i,s likely
to be able to explain asymmetric fis-
sion. ll
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